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An experienced Currency Trader shares his vast knowledge Forex Mastery a Childâ€™s Play is a

practical, handsâ€“on, step by step guide on how to be a Master Trader following simple techniques,

which even a 12 year old can use to trade. FREE BONUS OFFER when you purchase this book:

You will receive a FREE Chart Analysis and watch-lists, with trading tips for via email for 1 WEEK

which will help you with your trading. During this week, we will show you how to analyse the charts

to look for a low risk HIGH probability trades. We have also devised a Bindal Momentum indicator,

which is attached to an MT4 trading charting software and will give out alerts and signals in realtime.

For more details - http://www.4x4u.net/fxalerts.asp After you purchase the book, kindly write to us

using the following contact form: http://www.4x4u.net/contact.asp You may want to Subscribe to our

Investment Mastery Course, which gives you FREE 3 months of Live Trading Signals. we walk the

talk and hold your hand in LIVE Market Conditions. To subscribe to our Investment Mastery Course:

http://www.4x4u.net/subscribe.asp
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Jayendra Lakhani, is the President of Bindal FX, a training and coaching firm helps traders learns

the skills in live trading environment. You can create your own future by taking ontrol of your trading,

by following the trading and psychological strategies discussed in this book will accelerate your

success. For more information visit our website - www.4x4u.net

This is a brilliant book for new traders or experienced traders (especially if you're not achieving

success). You will come to understand that there is no secret formula to trading. Any simple strategy



can make you consistent profits. The most important thing is how you execute the strategy! Do you

follow it with 100% discipline? Do you even understand the strategy? Do you cut your losses short,

and let the winners run? You need to do these things if you want to make a job out of trading,

treating it like a business (and not gambling).I highly recommend anyone interested in trading to buy

this book and supplement by buying Jay Lakhani's program as it is brilliant (I'm not even affiliated

with the program). You just need to find one mentor who you can follow (no need for loads of

different styles), and this one can make you millions if you take it seriously.

I really good book on trading psychology and mental fitness, and for that it certainly gets 5*However

a bit disappointed on the strategies and trading system, as the illustration charts were often not

clear and small size of the charts sometimes difficult to read (needed magnifying glass!). It only

became clear after receiving the BindalFX newsletters and also joining the Live Trading Room. The

Free 2 week entry into the live trading room was priceless. Strongly recommend the author rewrite

some of the chapters on strategies, as I must admit, the strategies discussed are very profitable but

at first go difficult to understand, especially for a newbie like me.

This book is easy to understand. I put the indicators on free MetaTrader 4 charts and the trading

method produced lots of profitable trades . The charts in the book show what to look for. The

method has stood the test of time because Jay Lakhani has been using it for a long time.

This is a great book on self knowledge and your trading mentality.It is like Jay was sitting talking to

me and reading my mind. Every thing he has said on phycology of a trader is true. He has hit the

nail on the head.If you can get this right and keep it simple it is a lot easier to make money.Thank

you Jay.

How can Forex mastery ever be a child's play? Geniuses, masters and experts behave sometimes

childlike because they have managed to transform their skill into a child's play. A good example is

Albert Einstein's famous picture depicting him as a childlike genius, for whom a complex subject

(theoretical physics) was a child's play.There is the saying: knowledge is power. But there is also

the saying: a little knowledge can be dangerous. Hence, only all-round knowledge brings power.

Jayendra Lakhani, a trading vet who has the seriousness to publish his results on his website,

shares in his book, Forex Mastery A Child's Play, his all-round trading knowledge and, therefore,

trading power.From the hermetist point of view which I have, all-round knowledge consists in the



knowledge of the 5 elements. For all-round knowledge in trading, each skill would correspond to an

element:1. Ether: the trading plan2. Air: the trading psychology3. Fire: the trading system4. Water:

the trading risk management 5. Earth: the trading diaryLet us give a comparison of these five trading

skills with the dynamo of a bicycle. Let us imagine that they form one dynamo. Once this dynamo is

put into action, it will enlighten the path to consistent trading success. With the aid of this dynamo,

what was obscure will become in plain sight. What was perilous will become manageable. What was

difficult will become simple.This awesome coach and trader advocates the power of simplicity in

order to succeed. "Simple, yet effective" could be his motto, the accent being put on effectiveness.

Why complicate more than necessary something at work? On the contrary, simplify. THAT is

wisdom. THAT is mastery. Mind, though: simplifying does not mean being simplistic. A simple thing

can be very sophisticated. Even aesthetic.Power comes from the ability to focus on the essential.

The skills on which Jayendra insists are essential. They form the quintessence without which one

cannot access to the highest level of trading. It is not a coincidence if Adrienne Toghraie, the coach

of many successful traders - I think of John Piper, Jason Jankovski- has prefaced Jayendra's first

book The Way to Trade Forex, available in e-book format.I recommend this book to all Forex

traders, as it presents the most important confluence of powerful TA indicators, and especially to

those with a sensitivity for psychology, spirituality and wisdom, which are the hallmark of all

geniuses and masters.God bless,Olivier

I have been using this as my trading BIBLE! Very well written especially for the novice to medium

traders. Lots of step by step chart examples. If like many people you are unable to make regular

profits and manage to keep them, then I strongly recommend you do yourself the biggest favour for

just a few dollars and get this amazing book!I have read many books on trading but this one is by far

one that is of real value and very practical to use. It shows you all aspects of trading and gives

actual trading systems. It has helped me tremendously in my trading by giving me skills that

professional traders use. A MUST READ for anyone considering to start or continue trading as a

living or secondary income.
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